Read, Watch, & Listen List / Links for The Canary in the Lake
Compiled by artist Alice Hargrave

**Books**
*The New Climate War* — Michael E. Mann  
*The Home Place: Memoirs of a Colored Man’s Love Affair with Nature* — Drew Lanham  
*Under a White Sky: The Nature of the Future* — Elizabeth Kolbert  
*The Sixth Extinction: An Unnatural History* — Elizabeth Kolbert  
*The Best American Science and Nature Writing* — Elizabeth Kolbert  
*Silent Spring* — Rachel Carson

**Podcast**
ON BEING with ornithologist Drew Lanham:  
https://onbeing.org/programs/drew-lanham-i-worship-every-bird-that-i-see/

**Audubon article**
“Harriet Tubman, an Unsung Naturalist, Used Owl Calls as a Signal on the Underground Railroad” — The famed conductor traveled at night, employing deep knowledge of the region’s environment and wildlife to communicate, navigate, and survive.”  

**Video**
*Birders: The Central Park Effect* about NYC central park birders — with Christian Cooper before the “Karen” incident.  
https://www.amazon.com/Birders-Central-Effect-Jonathan-Franzen/dp/B00B42QONA

**Racing Extinction**  
https://racingextinction.com  
https://racingextinction.com/film/

**Chasing Coral**  
https://www.chasingcoral.com

**Mission Blue Documentary**  
Film & Sylvia Earle Alliance Webinars  
https://mission-blue.org/webinars/

**Interview & Presentation by Dr. Carolyn Finney**  
Reimagining Healthy Communities for people and nature  
https://www.chicagowilderness.org/general/custom.asp?page=drfinney